


WHO WE ARE3+ years of experience in interior designrenderings, construction drawings, floor plans,elevations and architectural visualizations; providing advanced CAD drafting for commercialand residential projects for architects, interior designers, contractors, management companies, real estate brokers, and product manufacturers tomanage their design, drafting and rendering needs.



WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT

FASTER RESULTSWe understand that time isimportant, so we have developed anefficient work methodology that let usdeliver high quality renderings in exceptional time
UNLIMITED REVISIONSWhat makes us unique and different is that here at Theta we offer free unilimited revisions. Our objective is towork with you to make your vision a reality. You can send us every changeyou want us to make once we finishedthe renders, so you can have your finalrenders as you imagine.
CUSTOMER SUPPORTWe have 24/7 customer support.We can communicate via email orphone.

FASTER RESULTS



HOW WE WORK1. BRIEFIn the first stage of the process you send us any ideas,measurements, notes, concept photos that you have, in orderthat we understand exactly what you want for your renderings2. DEVELOPMENTWith the information provided, our industry grade team isable to develop the renderings3. DELIVERYOnce we finish the work, we send it to you so you can checkand tell us if you need any modification.



Choose the once that fits your needs, and budgets.OUR RATESChoose the one that fits your needs, and budgets.For a master bedroom full visualizationarchitectural render (5 images):Basic   1 Basic Quality Render   4k 3840 x 2160 Resolution   2 Revisions   Ideal to visualize the space fast at a lowcost delivery, good qualityStandard  1 Standard Quality Render  4k 4096 × 2160 Resolution  3 Revisions  The best option to present the project to your clients without compromising qualityFast delivery,very good quality. Premium  1 Premium Quality Render  6k 6144 × 3160 Resolution  Unlimited Revisions  Ideal for professionals that don't want to compromises in qualityHigh quality   











MAKING YOUR PROJECTS LOOK EXTRAORDINARY
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